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Abstract
We study the consequences of an electron–phonon (e–ph) interaction that is strongly peaked in the
forward scattering ( =q 0) direction in a two-dimensional superconductor usingMigdal–Eliashberg
theory.We find that strong forward scattering results in an enhancedTc that is linearly proportional to
the strength of the dimensionless e–phcoupling constant lm in theweak coupling limit. This
interaction also produces distinct replica bands in the single-particle spectral function, similar to those
observed in recent angle-resolved photoemission experiments on FeSemonolayers on SrTiO3

andBaTiO3 substrates. By comparing ourmodel to photoemission experiments, we infer an
e–phcoupling strength that can provide a significant portion of the observed highTc in these systems.

Aflurry of scientific activities has been generated by the discovery of an enhanced superconductivity in FeSe
monolayers grown on SrTiO3 (STO) substrates [1–20]. On its own, bulk FeSe has amodest superconducting
transition temperature ~T 9c K [21]; however, when amonolayer is grown on an STO substrate,Tc is increased
dramatically [1].Most reportedTc values cluster within 55–75 K, close to the boiling point of liquid nitrogen
(77 K). (A surprisingly high ~T 107c Khas also been reported in in situ transportmeasurements [9].)This
discovery has opened a pathway to high-Tc superconductivity through interface engineering, which has already
produced high-Tcʼs in systems such as FeSe onBaTiO3 (BTO) [8] and FeTe -x1 Sex on STO [22].

Determining the origin of theTc enhancement in these interface systems is critical. At themoment,
proposals include charge transfer between the substrate and FeSe [2–4, 20], electric field [6] and strain effects due
to the substrate [5, 8], and lattice related effects such as enhanced electron–phonon (e–ph) coupling in the FeSe
layer [1, 13, 16] or across the interface [7, 19]. Strong evidence for the latter has been provided by a recent angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) study [7], which observed replica bands in the single-particle
spectral function of the FeSemonolayer. These replicas are interpreted as being produced by coupling between
the FeSe d3 electrons and an optical oxygen phonon branch in the STO substrate.Moreover, the replica bands
are complete copies of the correspondingmain bands, which implies that the responsible e–phinteraction is
strongly peaked in the forward scattering direction (smallmomentum transfers). Suchmomentumdependence
is notable because it can enhance superconductivity inmost pairing channels [23–31]. As such, this cross-
interface coupling provides at the same time a suitablemechanism for theTc enhancement in the FeSe/STO and
FeSe/BTO systems [7, 8].

We explore this possibility here by examining the consequences of strong forward scattering in the e–
phinteraction for superconductivity and the spectral properties of a two-dimensional system. By solving the
momentumdependent Eliashberg equations, we show that a pronounced forward scattering results in aTc that
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scales linearly with the dimensionless e–phcoupling constant lm (see below) in theweak coupling limit. This is
in stark contrast to the usual exponential dependence predicted by BCS theory. Furthermore, this coupling
produces distinct replica structures in the spectral function similar to those observed experimentally. By
comparing ourmodel to experiments [7], we infer a significant e–phcontribution to the totalTc observed in the
FeSe/STO systemwith amodest value of lm.

1. Formalism

Tomodel the FeSemonolayer we consider a single-bandmodel for the FeSe electron pockets, which includes
coupling to an oxygen phonon branch in the STO substrate. TheHamiltonian is given by

å å åx= + W + +
s

s s
s
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where s
†ck, ( sck, ) and

†bq (bq ) are electron and phonon creation (annihilation) operators, respectively, xk is the

band dispersion, Wq is the phonon dispersion, and ( )g k q, is themomentum-dependent e–phcoupling
constant.

We calculate the single-particle self-energy due to the e–phinteraction usingMigdal–Eliashberg theory.
Using theNambunotationwith fermionicMatsubara frequencies w p b= +( )n2 1n , where b = T1 is the
inverse temperature, the self-energy is w w w t c w t f w tS = - + +ˆ ( ) [ ( )] ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆZk k k k, i i 1 , i , i , in n n n n0 3 1,
where t̂i are the Paulimatrices, w( )Z k, i n and c w( )k, i n renormalize the single-particlemass and band
dispersion, respectively, and f w( )k, i n is the anomalous self-energy, which is zero in the normal state. The self-
energy is then computed by self-consistently evaluating the one-loop diagram and is given by
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2 2 is the bare phonon propagator, and w w t x t w= - - S-ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )G k k, i i , in n nk
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0 3 is

the dressed electron propagator.
Migdal’s theorem states that the vertex corrections to considerations given above are on the order of

l W( )Em F for amomentum-independent interaction. Onemight therefore wonder whether the use ofMigdal–
Eliashberg theory is justified in FeSe/STO, since the ratio W EF is of order unity. This is bolstered by the fact that
Migdal’s theorem also breaks down in the limit that the small q scattering processes dominate. In this limit,
however, one can show that the vertex corrections are still proportional to the dimensionless coupling lm [32].
As such, any corrections to the self-energy due to the diagrams neglected inMigdal–Eliashberg theory are of
order lm

2 , and can be treated perturbatively if the coupling is sufficiently small. Aswewill show, the value lm

needed to reproduce theARPES data is small (l ~m 0.15–0.25), indicating that we are indeed in the
perturbative regime. (This is further justified by observing that the contributions to the self-energy from the
second order and higher order rainbowdiagrams, which are of the same order as the crossing diagrams, are
small.) In this context, thework of Pietronero and coworkers is relevant [33, 34] as they have studied the
contributions of the vertex corrections in the perturbative regime and found that their inclusion serves to
increase the superconductingTcwhen the e–phcoupling is dominated by small q processes. Based on these
considerations, we proceed usingMigdal–Eliashberg theory assuming that corrections beyond this approach
can be treated at a perturbative level andwill likely increaseTc further.

Inwhat followswe parameterize the electronic dispersion as x m= - + -[ ( ) ( )]t k a k a2 cos cosx yk with
t= 75 meV and m = -235meV. This choice in parameters produces atΓ an electron-like Fermi pocket with

=k a0.97F and a Fermi velocity vF= 0.12 eV ·a along the ky= 0 line, where a is the in-plane lattice constant.
This closely resembles the electron pocket atM pointmeasured byARPES experiment. Since first principles
calculations indicate that the relevant oxygen phonon branch in STO is relatively dispersionless near theΓ-point
[14, 35], we approximate the phononwith aflat Einsteinmode W = W = 100q meV  =( )1 , which is
consistent with the observed energy separation of the replica bands [7]. Furthermore, as we are interested in the
case of forward scattering, we neglect any potential fermionmomentumdependence in the e–phinteraction
and set = -( ) ( ∣ ∣ )g g qq qexp0 0 , asmicroscopically derived before [7, 19]. Here, q0 sets the range of the coupling
inmomentum space. For different values of q0 we adjust g0 to obtain the desired value of the dimensionless e–
phcoupling constant lm, which is computed from the Fermi surface averagedmass enhancement in the normal

state l = á- ñw
w w

¶ S
¶ =∣( )

m
kRe ,

0 . (Weare using lm to distinguish this definition from the standard one involving a

double fermi surface average of the coupling constant ∣ ( )∣g k q, 2. See the supplementarymaterial6 for further
details.)Throughoutwe assume an s-wave symmetry for the gap function, consistent with the observations of a
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fully gapped state on the Fermi level [1, 7, 10, 18]. Finally, we neglect the Coulomb pseudopotential *m inwhat
follows. One should therefore regard ourTc values as upper bounds for the e–phcontribution to the FeSe/STO
system. (Some considerations for *m are provided in the supplementarymaterials6.Wefind that its inclusion
reduces ~T by 20%c for typical values of *m .)

2. Analytical results

Before proceeding to full numerical solutions, we can gain some insight by first considering the case of perfect
forward scattering, where the e–phmatrix element is a delta function d=∣ ( )∣g g Nq q

2
0
2 with l= Wg m0

2 2 (see
supplementarymaterial6). In theweak coupling limit, we further set w =( )Z k, i 1n , c w =( )k, i 0n , and
therefore f w w= D( ) ( )k k, i , in n .With these approximations, the gap function on the Fermi surface is given by
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TodetermineTcwe take the ansatz w wD = D + W( ) [ ( ) ]i 1n n0
2 and follow the usual steps [37]: the gap

equation is linearlized by settingD = 00
2 for ~T Tc andwe set w W == 0n 1 . This results in the condition forTc
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TheMatsubara sum can be performed exactly, yielding ourfinal expression
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For the case of FeSe, WTc , and the hyperbolic functions dominate. To the leading order, the critical

temperature is quasi-linear in the coupling strength in theweak coupling limit, = Wl
l+

Tc 2 3
m

m
. (A similar result

was obtained in [23] in the context of the cuprates using square-wellmodels.) For l = 0.16m and W = 100meV
one obtainsTc=75 K, which is a remarkably high temperature for such amodest value of lm.

The increasedTc should be compared to the standard BCS value obtained for amomentum-independent
coupling. In this case, the linearized gap equation simplifies to [36, 37]
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wherewe have expanded at large W TD c and y ( )z is the digamma function (see supplementarymaterial6). This
formproduces the usual exponential behavior for the critical temperature, l= W -( )T 1.13 exp 1c D m , which
predicts aTc= 2.5 K for l = 0.16m and W = 100D meV.

Comparing these two results, one sees that the origin of the enhancedTc lies in themomentum decoupling
[24] that occurs in the Eliashberg equations when the interaction is strongly peaked at =q 0. In the BCS case,

the integration over the Fermi surface is equally weighted at allmomenta, leading to aå w∣ ∣n
1

n
term in the BCS

gap equation and subsequently a leading logarithmic behavior. In the forward scattering case, there is no
integration overmomentum so the w-

m
2 term remains, resulting in a leading behavior that scales like T1 c (see

supplementarymaterial6). Thus, strong forward scattering serves as an idealmechanism for producing high-Tc
superconductivity [30]. Furthermore, a strong forward scattering peak in the coupling constantmeans that this
interactionwill contribute inmost pairing channels [7, 23–31]. It can therefore act in conjunctionwith other
active unconventional channels, providing anothermeans to increaseTc further.

3.Numerical results

In realmaterials the e–phinteraction is expected to have afinite range q0 inmomentum space [7]. Thereforewe
now consider an interactionwith afinite width by numerically solving the full Eliashberg equations for an e–
phcoupling constant = -( ) ( ∣ ∣ )g g qq qexp0 0 . Figure 1 shows the superconducting gap at the lowest
Matsubara frequency p bD( )k , iF as a function of temperature for several values of lm and =q a0.10 .We
find that the superconductingTc is already large for amodest value of lm and increases approximately linearly
with lm in theweak coupling limit; however, the finite range of the coupling inmomentum space reduces the
totalTc slightly with respect to the perfect forward scattering limit (see the inset offigure 1). The linear
dependence ofTcwith respect to lm may account for thewide variation of reportedTc values in the literature, as
differences in sample preparation or doping are likely to result in differences in the screening of the e–
phcoupling and subsequentlyTc.
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3.1. Replica bands
The above results show that, in principle, amodest coupling to a phononwith a forward scattering peak is
capable of accounting for the largeTc enhancement observed in FeSe on STO andBTO. The natural question is
then howmuch of the experimentalTc is accounted for by this coupling? The observed shape and intensity of the
replica bands [7, 8] provide uswith a directmeans to estimate this by comparing ourmodel to experiment. To do
so, we calculate the single particle spectral function w w p= -( ) ( )A Gk k, Im ,11 , which requires the analytic
continuation of the self-energy to the real frequency axis using themethod of [41] (see also supplementary
material6). Figure 2 plots the temperature evolution of the spectral function obtained from a full numerical
solution to ourmodel for several values of lm, as indicated on the left, and =q a0.10 . In all cases clear replica
bands are produced by the coupling, offset in energy from themain band by afixed energy, which isΩ for small
values of lm. The separation, however, grows for increasing lm. This is due to c w( )k, , which shifts themain
band upward in energy. This ismost clearly seen in the l = 0.33m results, where the value of kF has visibly
shrunk in themain band. In addition, for stronger values of lm we begin to see the formation of a second replica
band located at~ W2 below themain band. Thus the observation of only a single replica band in the
bandstructure of FeSe/STO is consistent with a small lm.

An intuitive picture for the intensity and energy splitting of the replica band can again be obtained in the
limit of perfect forward scattering.On the real axis, the zero-temperature self-consistent equation for the self-

Figure 1.The superconducting gap at the smallestMatsubara frequency p bD( )i as a function of temperature for various values of
the e-ph coupling strength lm, as indicated. The e-ph coupling constant ( )g q is strongly peaked in the forward scattering direction
with =q a0.10 . The inset showsTc as a function of lm, which is extracted from the data in themain panel. The thin dashed line is the
result in the limit of perfect forward scattering (see text). The shaded area represents the values of lm that are relevant for FeSe/STO
(see supplementarymaterial6).

Figure 2.The temperature dependence of the spectral function for several values of the e–phcoupling lm.
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energy in the normal state can bewritten as w wS = + W( ) ( )g G
0
2 . For x  -0k , the lowest-order solution

is wS =
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For small l = Wgm 0
2 2, wefind that the average energy separation between the poles is wD =

l lW + +[ ( )]1 2 m m
2 and the ratio of the spectral weight is l l= +-

+
( )Z

Z m m
2 , thus providing a direct

measure of lm.
The spectral weight ratio and energy splitting between themain and replica bands can be extracted fromour

numerical simulations forfinite values of q0. Figure 3 shows w( )A k, for = ( )k 0, 0 as a function of lm with

=q a0.10 . The behaviormatches our expectations gained from the perfect forward scattering limit: both the
distance between the bands and the relative spectral weight growwith increasing lm, though the rate of increase
is slower than for the case of perfect forward scattering. ARPES experiments on the FeSe/STO system [7] observe
a spectral weight ratio of~ 0.15−0.2 (see supplementarymaterial6). Comparing to ourmodel calculations, we
extract a value of l ~ -0.15 0.2m . This corresponds to a ~ -T 60 70c K and a gapmagnitude of
D ~ -10 15 meV,which are consistent withmeasurements [1, 7, 10, 18].

Infigure 4we present the evolution of the spectral function for increasing values of q0 where lm isfixed to
give the same value of - +Z Z . As expected, the replica bands are observed to smear both in energy and
momentum as the value of q0 is increased. This shows that aweaklymomentum-dependent coupling (large q0)
to an opticalmode does not reproduce the observation of a perfect replica band, with the same effectivemass and

Figure 3.The spectral function for amomentum at the band bottom ( =k 0 in ourmodel, theM point in the experiment) for
T= 30 K, =q a0.10 and l = -0.02 0.22m . The key feature of the forward scatteringmechanism is the appearance of themirror
band ( -Z )next to themain band ( +Z ). The relative separation wD and intensity w w=- + - +( ) ( )Z Z A A0, 0, of these two features
is shown in the inset, and increases approximately linearly with lm. The dashed lines show the corresponding result in the perfect
forward scattering limit and the shaded area represents the values of lm that are relevant for FeSe/STO (see supplementary
materials6).

Figure 4.The spectral density w( )A k, along the = ( )k ak , 0 cut for =q 0.10 (left), 0.3 (middle), and 2 (right). In all three panels the
temperature isT= 30 K and l = 0.14m , 0.125, and 0.25 in the left,middle, and right panels, respectively.
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termination points in the Brillouin zone. Consequently, strong forward scattering is a necessary ingredient to
understand the experimental observations [7].

4.Discussion

Wehave examined the consequences of an e–phcoupling that is strongly peaked in the forward scattering
direction on the spectral properties and superconducting transition of a two-dimensional electronic system.We
demonstrated that such a coupling produces distinct replica bands in the electronic bandstructure consistent
with recent ARPESmeasurements on FeSe/STO and FeSe/BTO interface systems. In order to reproduce the
experimentally observed spectral function, wefind that relativelymodest values of the e–phcoupling are needed
with l ~ -0.15 0.2m . Strong forward scattering results in amomentumdecoupling of the Eliashberg
equations, which subsequently produces a larger superconductingTc in comparison to the predictions of
conventional BCS theory. As a result, the inferred values of lm predictTc values on the order of 60–70 K due to
e–phcoupling alone.

We stress that our results do not exclude the presence of another unconventional pairing channel such as
spin fluctuations. The predicted values ofTc andΔwill be reduced somewhat by the inclusion of theCoulomb
pseudopotential *m . (For example, we examined the influence of *m and found thatTc is lowered by~20% for
*m ~ 0.2 (see supplementarymaterial6). This ismuch smaller than the factor of 2–5 commonly obtained for

conventional phonon-mediated pairing [42, 43]. This robustness is linked to the samemomentumdecoupling
responsible for the linear dependence ofTc on lm.)This reduction, however, can be overcome by the
combination of the e–phand unconventional interactions, since forward scatteringwill contribute toCooper
pairing inmost channels [7]. An obviousway to distinguish between these possible scenarios is tomeasure the
oxygen isotope effect. If a purely phononicmechanism is present thenTc should have an isotope coefficient
a = -¶ ¶ =( ) ( )T Mlog log 1 2c , while the energy separation between the replica bands should decrease by
~ - ~( )0.5 18 16 16 6% for 18O rich substrates. Alternatively, in amulti-channel scenario, the isotope
coefficientαwill be reduced from1/2when the unconventional channel is significant in comparison to the e–
phinteraction [38–40]. This provides a clearmeans to distinguish between these scenarios.

Finally, we note that e–phcouplingwith a pronounced forward scattering peak has been studied in several
contexts related to of unconventional superconductivity in the cuprates [24–30] and pnictides [31].Moreover, it
is also nowbeing addressed in the context of nematicfluctuations [44, 45]. This suggests forward scattering has a
broader applicability in enhancing superconducting beyond interface systems.
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